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CEO’S CORNER
T.Dube - MHSC CEO

Mine Health and Safety Council

Rubeena Sampson

Committee Administrator

objectives.
implementation of strategic objectives. This is the crucial time in ensuring

Bob Victor Chabalala
Driver

strategic objectives. The focus areas will include the following:
1. Promotion and communication of MHSC activities.

Sphiwe Mayinga

5. Improving uptake on the usage of Knowledge management system and
Fellow MHSC employees as you can see from above our work is well cut-out
and I believe that we will be able to rise to the occasion in delivering to the
mine workers being exposed to daily hazards of mining and the people of
South Africa. We also need to give full support to the established
Transformation Committee in changing the working environment or
working climate in the MHSC the organization I believe all of us love so
much.

Maphuti Portia Nyaka

Credit Controller

Silindile Mcwango

Credit Controller

Your commitment in delivering on the mandate of the MHSC is highly
appreciated and thanking you on behalf of Council.

Heritage Day

Heritage Day is a South African public holiday celebrated on 24 September.
On this day, South Africans across the spectrum are encouraged to celebrate
their culture and the diversity of their beliefs and traditions, in the wider
context of a nation that belongs to all its people.
The Mine Health and Safety Council
celebrations as seen with the pictures below.

(Q 2) JULY -SEPTEMBER
ASSESSMENTS are due for
submission to HR in October.
now Due Quarterly for
submission to HR.
always submit allproof of training
attended to HR timeously.
Employees are to submit their
declaration forms to HR

OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS
tGeorge Ledwaba
tKgomotso Mokhine
t&OPDINtlakane
t Vimla Pentasaib

FAREWELLS

WELLNESS CORNER
National Eye care and Breast
cancer awareness month by the South african Government. We celebrate
holistic health and wellness by raising awareness on key health issues that
we often neglect owing to the many demands life throws at us, be it our
professions, our roles as spouses and parents, and just generally trying to
get ahead in life.
Vision is an essential part of everyday life without which, it would be
virtually impossible to navigate through it. In this issue we focus on eye
care, and learn more about the importance of maintaining good eye health.
We also endeavour to learn more about breast cancer, which is the most

Please visit the website for more on MHSC: www.mhsc.org.za
email: communications@mhsc.org.za

Mohlago Masekela is leaving
MHSC at the end of October 2015.
MHSC would like to thank
Mohlago for all her contribution
to the Council and her noticeable
improvement she has made in
MRAC. We wish her well in her
future endeavours.
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CEO’S CORNER
T.Dube - MHSC CEO

Happy new year to you all. I hope you celebrated the start of 2016 in good spirits with family and friends.
Now that we’re almost a month into 2016, it’s good to look ahead and think about what this year may bring us. But
immensely proud of the work that you and your units are doing to make MHSC a force to be reckoned with in the
mining industry on matters of Occupational Health and Safety. It’s been a year of amazing announcements like the
on some of the most important issues facing the mining industry on occupational health and safety. We are
2015 certainly had its challenges but through your persistence, MHSC has managed to overcome those challenges.
Of course, there’s still a lot of work ahead.

Nyiko Progress
Mpangane

Communications Intern

and economic climate remain uncertain and we need to be sensitive to such conditions.
In 2016 we have great plans which include hosting the 1st Occupational Health Dialogue planned for the month
the last one in 2014.
we strive for a better 2016 with lots of work to be done; may we not forget that we are working with people and for
people and we need to create a favourable working environment for all that work at MHSC. Let’s not forget these
values as they are there to make us better people.
MHSC values
Performance

Respect

Integrity

Delivery

Thokozani
Mtshali

Human Resources Intern

Excellence

QUARTER 3
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS
end of January 2016, which means Friday, 29 January close of business.

Once you have conducted and completed your Performance Review Process, please ensure that you do the following:

2.

You append a Date on the document;

5.

Victor will keep a Register for you to sign as HR’s acknowledgment of receipt of your submission for document control purposes.

As part of your Performance Assessment Process referred to above, please remember to consider performance areas that require improvement and agree
for the development intervention. It is important that you are realistic and you take into account your work-cycle demands when you set your targets in
Colleagues, please give due attention to this process. In line with our Policy, Performance Management is intended as a support mechanism to monitor
and improve performance thus meeting the MHSC’s objectives. The Process will become a burden and will be futile if no proper attention is given to it.
Produced by Relevant Media & Concepts
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2016 COMPENSATION SUMMIT
-

The Mine Health and Safety Council held a Tripartite Occupational Health and Safety Summit in
November 2014, to review the progress of the industry in its journey to Zero Harm. One of the
Summit initiatives or focus areas was to "integrate and simplify compensation system". These form
part of the Summit milestones for the next years.
In response to the challenges relating to compensation experience by current and
ex-mineworkers, the Mine Health and Safety Council hosted a Compensation Summit on the 19th
and 20th May 2016; on the integration of current compensation systems.
This is an interdepartmental government initiative led by the Department of Mineral Resources
with the Department of Health and the Department of Labour.
The Summit was aimed at integrating the two pieces of legislation, the Occupational Diseases in
Mines and Works Act (ODMWA) and Compensation for Occupational Diseases and Injuries Act
The theme of the Summit was “Access to equitable, fair and sustainable compensation system for all
workers”.
Ministers from the Southern African Development Countries (SADC) region, including Lesotho,
Botswana, Swaziland and Mozambique; South African Mining Industry and organised labour also
participate at the summit. The Summit saw over 200 delegates attending.
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CEO’S CORNER

-

Charlotte Mashiane

Human Resources Practitioner
(Organisational Development)

Welcome to this mid-year edition of our internal newsletter. It’s pleasing to be able to look back over the past few
months and see such positive strides made by the Mine Health and Safety Council raising the bar in servicing
the mining industry on Occupational Health and Safety matters.

Busisiwe Masilela

Supply Chain Management
Practitioner

We have hosted quite a few events and recently the 2016 Compensation Summit. The Summit was aimed at
integrating the two pieces of legislation, the Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works Act (ODMWA) and
Compensation for Occupational Diseases and Injuries Act (COIDA) with the ultimate objective of developing a
There is still a lot of work to be done and quite a few events that we will be part of as we are on our quest for Zero
Harm. In 2014 we hosted a successful 2014 Occupational Health and Safety Summit; an event held every two
years. We are hosting the Summit again in 2016 on the 17th and 18th November and we know that we have

Pumeza Kalipa

in the MHSC brand.

Occupational Health Research
Programme Manager

Let’s push forward in the second half of the year fully charged.
Until next time…
Thabo Dube
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Please visit the website for more on MHSC: www.mhsc.org.za
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Boitumelo Ndlovu

Monitoring & Evaluation
Assistant
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SECURITY
STANDARD
OPERATING
PROCEDURE
(SSOP)

for the following security measures:
as well.

is locked and alarm are activated.
dows are closed and alarm is activated/deactivated. After activating alarm system the following message should be displayed
on the key pad-Area 1 in exit and then it will beep to ensure it is activated, then a signal for closing/opening will be sent to
the building.

2. To handle any challenge/incident/report regarding biometric access control system, intruder alarm
Collen Kholwane
Here are the functions for Facilities Management Unit
It is a unit under Corporate Services that support MHSC to achieve its objectives by providing the following services:
t
Coordinate building maintenance services and equipment
t
Transport services
t
Reception
t
Cleaning services
t
Stationery and meeting refreshments
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Thank you for visiting our stand at The Mine Safe Conference 2016
About the MHSC:
The Mine Health and Safety Council is a national public entity (Schedule 3A) established in terms of the Mine Health and Safety Act,
No 29 of 1996, as amended. The entity comprises a tripartite Council represented by the State, Employers, and Organised Labour
members under the chairmanship of the Chief Inspector of Mines. The MHSC is funded by public revenue and is accountable to
Parliament.
The Council as part of its mandate must:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Advise the Minister on health and safety issues at the mines including, but not limited to any legislation on mine rehabilitation
as far as it concerns health and safety.
Co-ordinate the activities of its committees, receive reports from the committees and liaise with the Mining Qualifications
Authority on matters relating to health and safety.
Liaise with any other statutory bodies concerned with matters relating to health and safety.
Promote a culture of health and safety in the mining industry.
At least once every two years arrange and co-ordinate a tripartite summit to review the state of health and safety at mines.
Perform every duty imposed upon the Council in terms of this Act.

NEW APPROACHES TO INDUCT EMPLOYEES IN THE MINING SECTOR ON
DANGERS RELATED TO THERMAL STRESS AND PREVENTATIVE
MEASURES - IYASHISA GAME
Mine Health and Safety Council
Researcher: Dr. Nico Claassen –University of Pretoria

INTRODUCTION
In 2008, 382 cases of heat related illnesses were reported at a major gold
mining group in South Africa. Of the 382 cases, 380 were heat cramps and
two were heat exhaustion. At one of the Platinum mining groups, 30% of
women tested for heat tolerance in 2007 failed the heat tolerance screening
test. Based on these findings, the MHSC approved a research project to
investigate effective ways to create awareness, thus increasing the knowledge
and skills of employees in the mining sector to manage heat stress.

No. 17
B

No. 108

A

?

Which environmental factors will impact the
most on the employee’s cooling mechanisms
when they have to re-enter a blasting area?

?

Somebody with high blood pressure
(hypertension) is more likely
to develop heat stroke.
True or False?

It was hypothesised that utilisation of a board game in underground mine
worker training will improve retention of work knowledge regarding the
prevention of heat stress and the identification and management of heat
related conditions in terms of signs and symptoms and treatment thereof.
To this end, the Iyashisa board game was developed.
Humidity, air temperature, and air flow.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

?

IY A

B e P r oduc tive
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SA

Gam e

B e C ool B e S afe

There was an overwhelmingly positive response from the workers and the
facilitators during the focus group discussions held at each study mine after
they had played the game. There was a balance between learning new concepts
and enjoying the game within mineworkers. They all felt it would be relevant
and novel to include in the training centre environment, and offered suggestions
for improvements to specific aspects of the game.

True.

S HI

SA

IY A

The aim of this was to focus on the trainer who gave the training rather than
provide training directly to the employees. This was deemed to be a more
sustainable approach.

Gam e

B e C ool B e S afe

No. 35
I
If your pulse is fast and weak,
what is wrong with you?

B e P r oduc tive

No. 59
I

?

What should you do if you have to evacuate an
area where the ventilation has failed?
(a) Run to get out of the area as quickly as possible.
(b) Walk fast and rest every 10 minutes for 5 minutes.
(c) Walk at a comfortable and steady pace until in a ventilated area.

The underground mine workers scoring less than the 30th percentile (70%)
in the pre-test showed a significant improvement (pre-test = 58.7% versus
post-test = 74.4%) during the post-test compared to those scoring more
than the 30th percentile in the pre-test (pre-test = 79.3% versus post-test =
80.3%).

(c) Walk at a comfortable and steady pace until in a
ventilated area.

IY A

S HI
Gam e

B e C ool B e S af e
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SA

IY A

Dehydrated.

SA

There was an overwhelmingly positive response from the workers and the
facilitators during the focus group discussions held at each study mine after
they had played the game. There was a balance between learning new concepts and enjoying the game within mineworkers. They all felt it would be
relevant and novel to include in the training centre environment, and offered
suggestions for improvements to specific aspects of the game.

Gam e

B e C ool B e S afe

B e P r oduc tive

B e P r oduc tive

The underground mine workers scoring less than the 30th percentile (70%)
in the pre-test showed a significant improvement (pre-test = 58.7% versus
post-test = 74.4%) during the post-test compared to those scoring more
than the 30th percentile in the pre-test (pre-test = 79.3% versus post-test =
80.3%).

CONCLUSIONS
The board game was positively received by mineworkers and facilitators during the evaluation process at study mines. There is
clear evidence that playing the board game increases the knowledge of mineworkers significantly. Pre-test scores of mineworkers
who had previously played the game, showed that knowledge acquired during playing the board game was retained. The board
game proved also to be effective as refresher medium.
It can therefore be concluded that real life situations used as questions on the cards can be recalled by mineworkers. Mineworkers
may therefore be able to recall depicted scenarios used in the board game when confronted with real life situations. The positive
attitude shown by mineworkers and facilitators involved with playing the board game is a clear indication that trainees will play the
game frequently given the opportunity during induction and even thereafter.

?

No. 42
B
You are fit, healthy and you drink
enough water before and during
your underground shift.
Will you develop heat stroke?
Yes or No?

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The project was sponsored by the Mine Health and Safety Council. Dr Nico Claassen and the project team for developing the board
game. The mining houses who made their training facilities available for evaluation purposes. All training managers, facilitators, and
underground mine workers who participated in the evaluation process.
S HI

SA

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

IY A

No.

Gam e

B e C ool B e S afe

B e P r oduc tive

Please contact communications@mhsc.org.za.
More information on this and related projects can be obtained at www.mhsc.org.za

Mine Health and Safety Council
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Heritage Day is a South African public holiday celebrated on 24 September. On this day, South
Africans across the spectrum are encouraged to celebrate their culture and the diversity of their
beliefs and traditions, in the wider context of a nation that belongs to all its people.

was a competition for the Best Dressed person. Congratulations to our SCM Manager, Zime, who
scooped the Best Dressed Lady prize and to our Interns, Thokozani & Progress, who jointly won
the Best Dressed Male category. Itumeleng and Rubeena were our runner-ups. We hope that you
enjoyed your prizes.
A big thank you to the Human Resources Team for their participation during the Heritage Day
Let us continue to strive together to make the MHSC a great place to work, our contribution
counts.
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Cheryl Jones

Judy Matthews

FA R E W E L L S

The MHSC hosted a joint Farewell function for Cheryl and Judy Matthews who have been with MHSC for
many years. The farewell was held on Friday, 30 September 2016 to honour them for their contribution over

If you need to know more about the Mine Health and Safety Council projects and the work of the Council visit
www.mhsc.org.za
Please visit the website for more on MHSC: www.mhsc.org.za
email: communications@mhsc.org.za

Follow our Twitter account on @MHSC_SA
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MHSC RESEARCH PROJECTS UPDATE
PURPOSE
This newsletter provides an update of some of the MHSC recently completed research projects and outcomes, thus
ensuring that the South African Mining Industry tripartite stakeholders are aware of and use research outcomes to
inform their occupational health and safety (OHS) decision making.
ABOUT MHSC
The MHSC is a national public entity (Schedule 3A) established in terms of the Mine Health and Safety Act, No 29 of
1996, as amended. The entity comprises a tripartite board represented by State, Employer, and Organised Labour
members under chairmanship of the Chief Inspector of Mines. The MHSC is mandated to advise the Minister of
Mineral Resources on occupational health and safety (OHS) issues in the mining industry relating to the development and implementation of the MHSC annual OHS research programme, reviewing and development of mining
OHS legislation and dissemination (knowledge and technology transfer) of MHSC research outcomes to improve
OHS conditions in the South African mining industry (SAMI).
Since its inception, the MHSC conducted some research to assist the South African Mining Industry to mitigate
against OHS risks. The MHSC’s research Thrust Areas of are as follows:
1.
Human Factors / Behavioural Safety
2.
Rockfalls
3.
Rockbursts
4.
Explosions and Fires
5.
Machinery and transport systems
6.
Airborne pollutants
7.
Physical hazards
8.
Occupational Diseases
9.
Special Projects.
MHSC RESEARCH PROJECTS UPDATE
Tables 1 gives details of some of the MHSC recently completed research projects.
No.

Project name

Thrust Area

1

SIM 140202 "Identify opportunities to improve the safety of
barring-down practices."

Rockfalls

Research outcomes
animated training videos for the Gold, Platinum and Coal
underground mines.
safety of barring-down practices for the Gold, Platinum and
Coal underground mines.

2

SIM 130903 "Safety and Security Challenges Impacting
Women in the South African Mining Industry."

Special Projects

The research recommended a best practice guideline which
can be used by the South African Mining Industry to review,
update and align current policies and procedures on
workplace violence and sexual harassment in the mines
with evidence-based data from the study.

3

SIM 140905 “Handbook On Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) For Women In Mining (WIM).”

Special Projects

The project produced illustrative handbooks in English,
Zulu, Sotho, Tsonga and Afrikaans, that provides comprehensive awareness on PPE for WIM.
The project also produced a catalogue to assist the SAMI to
select appropriate PPE for WIM.

4

Culture Transformation Framework (CTF).

Special Projects

5

SIM 130904 “New approaches to induct employees in the
mining sector on dangers related to thermal stress and
preventative measures- Iyashisa Game”

Special

6

SIM 130102 “How can we best monitor behaviour change
from interventions related to the people-centred adoption
of leading practices?”

Human Factors

Project recommended a survey tool which can be used to
determine and monitor behaviour change at workplaces.

7

SIM 140201 "Training on the Technology transfer on
Support design in the Bushveld Complex"

Rockfalls

Extended training to expand exposure of the technology
from project SIM 120201, thus equipping rock engineering
practitioners with the knowledge and skills to carry out risk
based support designs for Fall of Ground risk mitigation.

8

SIM 140204 “Integration of the South African National
Seismograph Network and Database with Mining Networks.”

Rockfalls

Integrated database of available seismological information
from the South African National Seismograph Network and
mining networks for research into mine seismology.

9

SIM 140205 “Fluid-induced seismicity in the Central Basin
Area: ground motion prediction and the development of an
early warning system for risk reduction”

Rockfalls

Strong ground motion prediction for the maximum
expected magnitude and the evaluation of damage

Mining Industry must implement to accelerate the
attainment of Zero Harm. The 11 pillars are part of the 2014
OHS summit milestones of which 6 pillars were prioritised
for 100% implementation by December 2020:
t
Leadership.
t
Leading Practices.
t
Bonus & Performance Incentive.
t
Diversity Management.
t
Data Management.
t
Risk Management.
during induction will improve retention of work knowledge
of heat related diseases, signs and symptoms and treatment
thereof.

Codes.
Early Warning System for risk reduction by monitoring the
state of dynamic processes in the rock mass of the Central
Basin.

10

SIM 120501 “Noise controls for mining equipment.”

Machinery and transport
systems

Implementing and validating the methodology, as
proposed in research project SIM 050501 “Noise controls
selection and design methodology for mining equipment”:
t
The methodology developed and validated for
the silencing of mining equipment.
t
Standard for above ground noise measurements.
t
The underground noise prediction methodology.

11

Develop an operational manual for the implementation of
the revised Code of Practice: Assessment of Personal
Exposure to airborne Pollutants

Airborne pollutants

Project produced a manual and visual aids to inform
personnel (responsible for the implementation of the Code
of Practice) on:
t
The intended purpose of the COP.
t
Highlight the di erences between the current
and the revised COP.
t
The correct interpretation of the various revised
COP requirements.
t
Provide some theoretical and practical examples
on how the requirements of the COP must be achieved.

Occupational Diseases

A compendium of leading practices which will assist the
SAMI to e ectively manage TB.

12

Practices in the South African Mining Industry (SAMI).

A monitoring and evaluation tool for use by the mining
sector.
13

practices and research outcomes.

Special Projects

practices and research outcomes to assist the SAMI to
successfully implement the Leading Practice Pillar of the
CTF as required by the Mining Charter and the MHSC 2014
OHS Summit Milestones.

If you need to know more about the Mine Health and Safety Council projects and the work of the Council visit
www.mhsc.org.za
Please visit the website for more on MHSC: www.mhsc.org.za
email: communications@mhsc.org.za

Follow our Twitter account on @MHSC_SA
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TURNING AROUND THE CURRENT MINING
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY STATE OF AFFAIRS
The Mine Health and Safety Council together with the Department of Mineral Resources hosted the
2016 Mine Occupational Health and Safety Summit at Gallagher Conference Centre on the 17th and
18th November 2016. The Summit was intended to provide feedback and to review progress on the
implementation of the 2014 Summit commitments, which were agreed upon by the South African
mining industry Principals. These were really bold milestones intended to realise our ultimate Goal of
Zero Harm.
The Summit was convened to provide a platform of engagement under the theme “Every mine worker
returning from work unharmed every day, striving for ZERO HARM”. This saw Principals signing the
requires a rapid turnaround strategy by all playing the part in the pursuit to achieve the goal of Zero
Harm. These commitments are about the interest of the mineworkers ensuring that they work in safe
environments and everyone returns home unharmed. Which is the tripartite stakeholder’s occupational
health and safety bottom line.
As the Mine Health and Safety Council; we would like to thank the Principals and the Stakeholders from
the mining industry who recommitted in putting measures and action plans in place to ensure that we
achieve the goal of Zero Harm. We also thank everyone who attended the Summit.
A full report on the 2016 Mine Occupational Health and Safety Summit will be made available on the
MHSC website and stakeholders will be advised once made available.
Let’s all commit to Zero Harm!
Thabo Dube
MHSC CEO

Please visit the website for more on MHSC: www.mhsc.org.za
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Follow our Twitter account on @MHSC_SA
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CEO Message

I am excited
with the great
plans and a
bright future
ahead

Happy New Year And
Dear MHSC Staff

Welcome To 2017

As we usher in a new year, I wish all of you a bright and a prosperous year ahead. I invite you and I to work
towards making a contribution to the South African Mining Industry through the various efforts of the MHSC
business units.
, 2016 as the Mine
Health and Safety Council. As much as we have achieved certain milestones, the past year was challenging in all fronts. It’s in that spirit that I want to extend my heartfelt thanks to the MHSC team for your efforts,
resilience and energy as well as the commitment towards MHSC . W
lenges and varying experiences. Your hard work in making the Council what it is does not go unnoticed.
I am excited with the great plans and a bright future ahead. While we celebrate the journey we have undertaken to date as the Mine Health and Safety Council, we are equally excited of the future and the opportunities to make a meaningful contribution to our people and the sector as a whole.
The 2016 highlights include the successfull hosting of the Mine Health Occupational Health and Safety
Summit, at the Gallagher Estate in Midrand, Gauteng. The collective hard work from all the units is what
made the Summit a success. The Summit also highlighted the disappointing 2016 year-to-date industry
safety performance.
We have lost so many of our brothers and sisters in the mines and this cannot continue anymore. The 2014
Milestones were reviewed and new commitments were agreed by the summit. The Tripartite Stakeholders
recommitted themselves and pledged in achieving Zero Harm in the South African Mining Industry through
declared actions and step change initiatives in order to achieve the set milestones.

To all the Business Units – well done on your achievements. In areas where we need to improve; it’s
doable.
May we start the New Year with greater vigour, a greater determination to succeed and a renewed commitment to be the best at what we do.
I wish you and your families a great 2017.
Thabo Dube
MHSC CEO
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